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Hi, I'm Tamara. I started my YouTube Channel back in 2017 when

I finally decided it was time to just take the plunge. My journey

back then is a little different from how it is now, back when I

started, my plan was to document my filmmaking journey, as I

was just starting out. Then, as I bought more gear and did more

videos, and interacted more with my growing audience, I really

began enjoying answering all the questions that I was asked

about filmmaking, videography, and camera gear. My YouTube

channel became my way of helping people that were also

starting out on their journey and needing a bit of guidance based

on my experiences.

A B O U T  M E

About  my channel

T A M A R A
G A B R I E L

Since I started my channel, it evolved into more of an

informational, education channel where I share tutorials about

how to shoot great videos; sharing all the tips that a newbie

would need to know. I also do gear reviews - I love doing gear

reviews because they give me the opportunity to get to really

know a piece of gear, but also provide the information that most

people want, "how will it perform in the real world? What will the

image quality look like? How will the audio sound?" So over the

past few months, I've been tailoring my channel more around

gear reviews and gear guides; creating dedicated playlists to

specific pieces of gear. These types of videos have become

quite popular with my audience.

youtube.com/TamaraGabrielUK



WHO IS MY AUDIENCE?

My audience tends to be creators with various types of YouTube channels from travel vlogging, to family

lifestyle vlogs, to educational, training and tutorial videos within their field, but what they all have in

common is that they are looking for gear recommendations, and looking for information on how best to

use the gear they buy to get the best results when creating their videos.
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MAKING AN IMPACT
COMMENTS FROM MY AUDIENCE



MAKING AN IMPACT
COMMENTS FROM MY AUDIENCE



THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE 

FOLLOWING ME ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

SOCIAL FOLLOWERS

7,003 1,145 904
YOUTUBE FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM

9,052
IN TOTAL

As of 11th August 2021



FREEWELL GEAR

BRANDS I'VE WORKED WITH

I've worked with Freewell a
couple of times to promote their
filters to my audience. The filters
for the Pocket 2 were very
popular, and I've used the filters
in numerous videos since
making the initial review video.

click to
watch the video

https://youtu.be/AROMZDBS0Cg
https://youtu.be/AROMZDBS0Cg


HOLLYLAND

BRANDS I'VE WORKED WITH

This video was a review of the
Hollyland Lark 150. Hollyland
sent me out a kit to try out and
review for my audience.

click to
watch the video

https://youtu.be/oOhP-5RrLeQ
https://youtu.be/oOhP-5RrLeQ


MOST RECENT DEDICATED PLAYLIST

In February 2021, I purchased the DJI Pocket 2 and since then I have created a dedicated playlist
of reviews, guides, test footage, filming, and editing tips. This playlist has been incredibly popular
and is the kind of playlist I want to create for more products in the future, as I've had feedback
that the videos are very helpful.

DJI POCKET 2

44.9K 708 2,436
VIDEO VIEWS NEW SUBS WATCH TIME HOURS 

The following stats relate only to the 14 videos  I created entirely about the DJI Pocket 2 since
16th February 2021 to 11th  August 2021. They don't include stats from the other 32 videos I've

also created since February 2021. Hopefully this shows the interest in this type of playlist.



tamara@tamaragabriel.co.uk

07500 229 272

 

 

www.tamaragabriel.co.uk

NEXT STEPS
CONTACT TAMARA GABRIEL

LOOK ME UP ON SOCIAL MEDIA

youtube.com/TamaraGabrielUK

instagram.com/TamaraGabrielUK

facebook.com/TamaraGabrielUK

Thank you for  your  t ime

I  V E R Y  M U C H  L O O K  F O R W A R D  T O
W O R K I N G  W I T H  Y O U .



T H A N K  Y O U


